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Abstract
The energy sector in the European Union is experiencing a substantial change since the last few
decades. The scientific community and public concern on global warming motivated the Euro-
pean authorities to set ambitious targets, in order to invert the increasing trend of temperature
and Green House Gasses concentration in the atmosphere.
The decarbonization of electricity production gives a major contribution to the achievement
of these targets. Hence, CO2 free technologies have to be implemented for the energy genera-
tion. Therefore, the European Union has been promoting the integration of power plants from
renewable sources in the network.
As a consequence, the transmission power system is facing the need to became more flexible
in order to handle the energy from renewable sources as wind and solar that are for their
nature variable and unpredictable. Furthermore, renewables are often concentrated in remote
locations, in the North of Europe for wind and in the South for solar. The transmission grid
has to cover long distances and the traditional alternating current technology is not well suited
for this task.
High-Voltage Direct-Current (HVDC) transmission has already been used to connect off-
shore wind plants with the mainland and as interconnction of asynchronous zones, but this
technology is potentially suited for a reinforcement of the entire European network. An HVDC
system could increase the number of interconnections making the energy supply more efficient
and reliable, and the energy market more competitive. In this sense, the concept of a pan-
European Supergrid has been introduced and research is spending a lot of efforts in the study
of the management of such a system, identifying the Voltage Source Converter technology as
the best solution for a meshed multi-terminal HVDC grid.
This thesis wants to give a contribution on the analysis of multi-terminal meshed VSC-
HVDC grids. In particular the possible configurations are described and the main focus is
given to the modeling and control of a meshed bipolar system. The distributed voltage con-
trol strategy, called droop control, is investigated and simulations are performed to evaluate
the dynamic behavior of the voltage regulator after the outage of a converter. In particular
the consequences of an asymmetric converter outage in the bipolar configuration are studied.
Finally, the influence of grid parameters as return path resistance, lines length and droop gain
on the coupling between the two poles is mathematically described.
v
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Sommario
Negli ultimi decenni il settore energetico sta fronteggiando sostanziali cambiamenti. Le autorita`
europee, in risposta agli avvertimenti della comunita` scientifica e alla crescente preoccupazione
dell’opinione pubblica riguardo al riscaldamento globale, hanno stabilito degli ambiziosi obiettivi
con la finalita` di invertire la tendenza all’aumento della temperatura media superficiale e della
concentrazione di gas serra in atmosfera.
La decarbonizzazione dei processi di produzione di energia elettrica d un contributo fonda-
mentale al raggiugimento di tali obiettivi. Per questo motivo sono state introdotte tecnologie
di generazione ad emissione nulla di anidride carbonica (CO2), di cui l’Unione Europea (UE)
ha facilitato l’inserimento nel quadro di produzione, promuovendo incentivi allo sviluppo degli
impianti di generazione di energia elettrica da fonti rinnovabili.
Di conseguenza il sistema elettrico di trasmissione si trova a fronteggiare la necessita` di
acquisire una maggiore flessibilita`, in modo da riuscire a gestire l’energia prodotta dalle fonti
rinnovabili, come l’energia eolica e l’energia solare, le quali sono per loro natura variabili e non
prevedibili. Inoltre, le fonti rinnovabili sono spesso concentrate in localita` remote rispetto alla
rete industriale di trasmissione e ai carichi, nello specifico nel Nord Europa per l’eolico e nel
Sud Europa per il solare. Percio`, le distanze che le linee di trasmissione devono coprire sono
consistenti e il tradizionale sistema in corrente alternata presenta svantaggi tali da non essere
conveniente per assolvere il compito di trasmettere l’energia ai carichi.
Il sistema di trasmissione ad alta tensione e corrente continua (HVDC) e` gia` stato usato
in passato in vari modi, come connettere gli impianti eolici off-shore con la terraferma ed
interconnettere zone della rete non sincrone. Questa tecnologia e` anche potenzialmente adatta
per rinforzare l’intero sistema elettrico europeo. Una rete HVDC potrebbe aumentare il numero
delle interconnessioni tra diverse nazioni rendendo la fornitura di energia elettrica pi efficiente
ed affidabile e il mercato piu` competitivo. In questo senso, il concetto di una ”super-grid”
paneuropea e` stato introdotto e la ricerca sta investendo molte risorse nello studio della gestione
e del controllo di una tale rete, identificado nella tecnologia dei converter a tensione impressa
(Voltage Source Converters, VSC) la soluzione migliore per una rete HVDC multi-terminale e
magliata.
Questa tesi vuole dare un contributo all’analisi dei sistemi multi-terminale VSC-HVDC. Sono
innanzitutto descritti i vantaggi della trasmissione a corrente continua rispetto alla corrente
alternata e i vantaggi della conversione a tensione impressa rispetto alla conversione a corrente
impressa. Sono poi elencate le differenti configurazioni, monopolare o bipolare, simmetrica
o asimmetrica, con cui pu essere progettato il sistema HVDC, accennando quindi al tema
dell’estensibilita` di una linea in una vera e propria rete tramite la connessione progressiva con
altre linee. Segue poi l’accurata descrizione della modellazione e del controllo dei sistemi bipolari
magliati. La strategia di controllo distribuito, chiamata ”droop control”, e` investigata e tramite
simulazioni Simulink e` valutato il comportamento dinamico del regolatore di tensione in seguito
al fuori servizio di uno dei convertitori della rete. In particolare, sono studiate le conseguenze
di un fuori servizio asimmetrico, cioe` di un convertitore appartenente ad un terminale e di una
singola polarita`. Infine, e` matematicamente descritta l’influenza dei parametri di rete, quali
resistenza del percorso di richiusura della corrente, lunghezza delle linee e guadagno di droop,
sull’accoppiamento tra i poli del sistema bipolare. L’accoppiamento e` definito come il grado
di reazione con cui un polo compensa lo sbilanciamento causato da una contingenza sul polo
opposto.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context and motivation
The energy sector has been facing multiple challenges since the last couple of decades and more
important are the changing foreseen in the next few years. The severe increase of Green House
Gases (GHG) in the atmosphere is followed by a rise of the global surface temperature. The
two trends can be seen in figure 1.1 (a) and (b).
(a) Change in global surface temperature relative to
1951-1980 average temperatures [1].
(b) Green House Gases concentration in the atmo-
sphere [1].
Figure 1.1: Global surface temperature and greenhouse gas concentration
Since the increase of the surface temperature is a concern for the health of the planet, a
big interest is now being directed towards those energy sources that are CO2 free. European
authorities have developed a plan called the 20-20-20 agreement, which was approved in 2008
and sets three targets that have to be achieved before 2020. The agreement aims at reducing
the GHG emissions by 20%, at increasing the efficiency by 20% and at reaching a 20% share of
energy production by renewable sources [2]. In 2014 a follow-up agreement has been approved,
which gives the targets that the European Union (EU) has to reach in the period 2020-2030 [3].
Finally a study called ”Roadmap 2050: a practical guide to a prosperous, low-carbon Europe”
investigates the technical and economic feasibility of achieving at least an 80% reduction in
greenhouse gases emissions by 2050 with respect to 1990 levels. The report, commissioned by the
leaders of the EU, analyzes the technical and economical achievability of a GHG reduction while
maintaining or improving the actual levels of energy security, economical growth and prosperity.
Furthermore it investigates the consequences of the required actions on the European energy
sector over the next 5 to 10 years [4].
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In this context many governments have supported the development of renewable sources in
their countries which resulted in a differentiated generation mix. Figure 1.2 shows the share of
new power capacity installations in EU in the last year. It is noticeable that wind power was
the technology with the highest installation, accounting for 44% of the total, followed by solar
with 29%. In total, renewables cover the 77% of the new capacity installed in 2015. Figure 1.3
shows the comparison between the European power mix in 2000 and after 15 years. Over this
period of time, the share in the total installed power capacity has grown from 24% to 44% [5].
Figure 1.2: Share of new power capacity installations in EU in 2015 [5]
On one hand the study ”Roadmap 2050” confirmed that the 80% reduction of GHG by
2050 is achievable only with a 95 to 100% decarbonized power sector, on the other hand the
integration of renewable sources gives rise to multiple challenges from the point of view of the
management of the electrical infrastructure and the planning of the generation. Technologies
collecting energy from wind or sun are dependent on external factors as weather or location,
they are variable and unpredictable. The first issue is to connect the remote locations where
wind farms or solar plants are profitable to the more centralized load system [6]. The actual
grid, already heavily charged, is experiencing severe congestion because of the long distance
transmission required by the renewable generation. The second issue is to provide the capacity
needed to cope with the variability of renewable sources generation. The corresponding grid
reinforcement that results from the integration of renewable sources, is also a priority identified
by the EU. In particular the ”Communication from the commission to the European parliament
and the council” dated February 2015 sets the goal of a 10% electricity interconnection target
(updated to 16 %) [7]. A more interconnected European grid creates competition between
national markets, resulting in a lower price of the electric energy. Besides, it also ensures
a more secure and sustainable energy. The actual situation of import dependency, outdated
infrastructure and lack of investment, has to be improved if the European Union wants to
guarantee a low-carbon energy sector and an effective action against the climate change.
To overcome the issues that electricity generation from renewable sources is causing to the
grid, in [8][6][9][10] an European supergrid has been discussed. Wind generation in the North
European countries can be connected to solar energy in the south of Europe or even in the Saha-
ran region to reduce the variability, since their dependence on weather is poorly correlated; the
rest could be balanced with hydro energy or even geothermal energy largely present in Iceland
[6]. A pan-European supergrid would also improve the security of supply, balance the network
and enhance the market both on European and global scale. In fact, a free continental market
of the electrical energy could be created, increasing the competition. Furthermore companies
could export the technology to the other continents. To build this supergrid, High-Voltage
Direct-Current (HVDC) technology is identified as the preferred solution due to the advantages
it presents over HVAC (High-Voltage Alternate-Current) transmission in terms of losses and
acceptability from the public. For these reasons, the research on HVDC is extending from the
simple two terminals configuration to a multi-terminal and meshed grid layout, analyzing and
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(a) EU power mix 2000 (MW) [5] (b) EU power mix 2015 (MW) [5]
Figure 1.3: European power mix share. Comparison between the year 2000 and the year 2015.
solving all the possible issues for the control and operation of such a grid and its integration in
the existing AC grid.
1.2 Contribution of the thesis
This thesis provides a contribution to the study of meshed multi-terminal HVDC grids. In
particular the analysis focuses on the voltage stability of a droop controlled bipolar VSC-
HVDC configuration when it is facing the outage of a converter. The impact of the outage on
the opposite pole is studied and a methodology to evaluate the influence of the grid parameters
on the size of the imbalance is developed. Results are supported by dynamic simulations
performed on a model of the grid built in MATLAB Simulink.
Chapters two describes the converter technologies adopted in a HVDC grid, focusing more
on the voltage source converter. Furthermore the advantages of HVDC transmission over AC
transmission are given. Chapter three contains an overview on the possible configurations of the
VSC-HVDC grid. Insights on the network extensibility and grounding are also given. In chapter
four the voltage control strategies (centralized and distributed) are investigated and applied on
a three terminals monopolar network in order to prove their working principle. Chapter five
describes the modelling of a bipolar multi-terminal HVDC grid with the aim of investigating
the dynamic behavior of the controllers in the two poles. Simulations are performed on a four
terminals bipolar network to understand if a stable operative point is reached after the outage
of a converter in one of the poles. Finally, the coupling between the two poles of a bipolar
configuration is analyzed in chapter six. The term coupling has to be intended as the degree of
reaction of a pole after a contingency in the other pole. The reaction is measured with voltage
and power variation at the grid terminals. The influence of the grid parameters (as metallic
return resistance, lines length and droop gain) on the coupling is shown.
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Chapter 2
VSC-HVDC multi-terminal grid
2.1 Historical background
HVDC is not a new technology. The first experiments with electricity were based on direct
current (basic discoveries of Galvani, Volta, Oesterd, Ohm and Ampe´re) [11]. At the end of
the nineteenth century, thanks to the support of the Thomas Edison’s company, the direct
current power system was considered for the distribution and the transmission of electrical
energy as well as the alternating current system. However, the invention of the transformer,
the polyphase circuit and the induction motor gave the AC power system a definitive advantage.
In fact transformers enable to change the voltage level to a value suited for long distance-high
voltage transmission. In the beginning, when the AC power system was preferred, converter
technology was not developed yet and direct current transmission had strict limits on voltage
and current. The scientific community never forgot the advantages DC transmission has over
AC transmission and the study of its practical application gained popularity in the 1950’s,
when mercury-arc valves became commercially available. Thanks to the progress in the area
of power electronics, mercury-arc valves were replaced by switching devices like thyristors and
later IGBTs. The AC/DC conversion increased substantially its power ratings allowing the
realization of DC transmission links dimensioned for up to 7.2 GW.
2.2 Advantages of HVDC over AC transmission
The interest in HVDC transmission is justified by the advantages this system has over AC
transmission. Even if it is not expected that the AC system will be completely replaced by a
DC system, the convenience of the last makes it the better choice in view of a reinforcement
of the grid. In fact as we said in the introductory chapter, the European grid is facing the
necessity of a radical change. The future grid has to be able to integrate up to 80-100% of
generation from renewable sources, that are by their very nature variable and unpredictable.
Those sources are widely available in remote locations, for example offshore wind farms in the
northern European seas. Thus a long distance has to be covered to connect them to the rest of
the grid. This has to be done in a manner that takes into account the increasing opposition of
the public society to the building of new ahead lines. The DC transmission system can be the
solution to these issues. The advantages that it has over the AC system are:
Investment costs. Even if the initial cost of the DC converter station in very high, the total
investment for a long transmission DC system is lower then for an AC system. This is
due to the fact that the number of conductors required in an AC line are three, in a DC
line two conductors are necessary, only one in the case of a monopolar configuration with
ground return. Therefore, if for a short link the DC system is not convenient, there is
a certain transmission distance (break-even distance) from which the overall investement
becomes lower for the DC system then the AC system.
Cable connections. In HVDC transmission there is no charging current in steady-state con-
5
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dition. For this reason the use of cables is easier compared to AC transmission. In the
last one the charging current is present and since it is directly dependent on the voltage
level and on the lines capacitance value, it can be preponderant, not allowing the cable
to transport any active power. Furthermore, to obtain the approval for the building of a
new overhead line is becoming very challenging as the public society is concerned of the
environmental consequences of it. New underground cable links usually do not suffer from
this opposition. Finally, undersea cables are the only feasible way to connect off-shore
wind farms with the mainland.
Losses and long distance transmission. When an alternating current is flowing in a con-
ductor, the physical phenomenon called ”skin effect” arises. Because of this effect, the
distribution of the current over the conductor section is not homogeneous and the current
density is higher near the surface. This skin effect causes the resistance of the conductor
to increase, reducing its effective cross-section. In DC transmission the phenomenon is
absent and all current attributes to the active power transmission. Hence, the losses in
DC systems are lower compared to an AC system with the same ratings. Long distance
is problematic for AC lines also because of subsynchronous resonances. This phenomena
occurs when a resonant frequency of turbine generators shafts coincides with a natural
resonant frequency of the power system. Such resonances can lead to serious damages
like shaft failure.
Asynchronous interconnections. HVDC lines can link two or more asynchronous AC sys-
tems that are operating at the same or at a different frequency.
Improved controllability. The power flowing through the DC line is fully controllable, mak-
ing the link available for ancillary services like sharing of primary reserves or power system
damping.
Firewall for AC faults. A DC link can be a division between two systems when one of them
is experiencing a fault. The DC link can avoid the fault to propagate into the other
system.
2.3 Multi-terminal grid development
How the layout of the future interconnected European grid will look like is still not certain.
A 150 billion investment is planned to reinforce the actual grid by 2050 [12] and for sure
HVDC links will play an important role in this development. As it is reported in the list of
projects under construction and under planning [13], the number of two terminals HVDC links is
increasing. These new links will appear for different purposes: to connect off-shore wind farms
to the mainland, to increase the power trade between different countries, as interconnectors
between wind solar and hydro resources and to integrate energy storage in the grid and to
connect asynchronous AC systems [14]. It is not clear yet if these HVDC links will remain
independent end-to-end systems or if they will be connected to create a real meshed grid. A
meshed grid requires an advanced control system that has to take into account the interactions
with the AC grid, but when an optimal operation of the combined system is found, the solution
of a meshed DC grid brings important advantages. For example, a meshed layout increases
the reliability of the system. The risk that a part of the grid or a functioning generation plant
are isolated because of a line outage is in this way eliminated. Other advantages for the whole
system are that meshed connections increase transmission capacity while reducing dimensioning
ratings of the grid components, in fact since the peaks of demand of different AC load systems
do not occur at the same moment in time, the sum of the peaks of multiple point to point links
is higher than the peak of demand of a meshed grid. In this way the power capacity of the
single component of the grid is reduced, which reduces their price as well. Furthermore, for a
meshed grid the maintenance of the converter stations is easier since there are more possibilities
to reroute the power to other converters [15]. Also the integration of renewable sources is more
effective as for example, the meshed grid being connected to a more differentiated and flexible
load, allows a reduction of the energy curtailments from wind farms [15]. Figure 2.1 shows a
6
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vision about how a future north European off-shore meshed grid (also called supergrid) may
look like.
Figure 2.1: Vision of the European off-shore meshed grid [16].
2.4 VSC versus CSC
The HVDC grid analysed in the following chapters of this thesis is a multi-terminal meshed
grid. At every terminal of the grid there is a converter station and in every station there is
a single converter (if the grid is monopolar), or two converters (if the grid is bipolar). The
converters are Voltage Source Converters (VSC). They have been chosen because they appear
as the most advantageous technology for multi-terminal and meshed HVDC grids [6]. VSC
became available relatively recently, in the 90’s. Before this data, the available converters were
the Current Source Converters (CSC), also called Line-Commutated Converters (LCC). The
majority of the existing HVDC transmission lines implements the conventional CSC technology,
but an increase of the use of VSC technology is expected in the future.
2.4.1 CSC-HVDC technology
Current Source Converters are devices that consist of thyristor valves as switching components.
Thyristors took the place of mercury arc valves, ionic rectifiers with the disadvantage of being
subjected to arc-back faults when submitted to a high reverse voltage [17]. Thyristors do not
have the arc-back fault problem and nowadays they reach significant ratings of voltage and
current, i.e. up to 8,5 kV as blocking voltage and 6,1 kA as current rating with expectancy of
improvement in the next years [18].
Thyristors have controlled ignition but they need to await a current zero crossing to switch
off. For this reason, they depend on an external AC voltage source for the commutation process.
In figure 2.2 (a) the thyristor bridge connected to the line is shown. It has an inductance L
at the DC side that is responsible for the reduction of the DC current harmonics. Hence, the
CSC operates with a constant DC current. The power reversal in such a converter is done
by changing the polarity of the voltage. In fact the voltage can be controlled thanks to the
variation of the firing angle of the thyristors. When the firing angle is higher than 90 degrees
of the commutation period, the voltage becomes on average negative.
Since it is not possible to command the switching off of thyristor valves, CSC need a strong
synchronous voltage source to operate. The three-phase symmetrical short circuit capacity
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Figure 2.2: CSC and VSC-HVDC one line diagram. (a)Current Source Converter, (b)Voltage Source
Converter [6]
available from the network at the converter connection point should be at least twice the
converter rating [19]. For this reason, they are not suitable to convert the power coming from
weak islanded sources like offshore wind farms. Furthermore these converters operate with the
AC current lagging the voltage, as consequence of the commutation from one phase to another
and as a consequence of the firing angle of the thyristors. Hence, they absorb reactive power
up to 50-60% of the power rating. The reactive power is generally delivered through switchable
capacitor banks, harmonic filters, Static Var Compensator (SVC), a generator or a synchronous
condenser.
A problem that CSCs can manifest is commutation failure. This problem occurs when
the commutation from one phase to another is missed because the voltage reverses before the
current zero crossing. The DC side experiences a short circuit and the power exchanged goes
to zero for that commutation period. These failures are more frequent in inverter mode, or
when the external grid has low voltage or when the DC side has a high current operation point.
When the number of the failures is substantial, the entire HVDC link may be forced to trip
[20].
2.4.2 VSC-HVDC technology
Because of the previous drawbacks of CSC for MTDC transmission, the interest for VSC in-
creased, even if CSC-HVDC transmission is a mature technology and it is generally cheaper
than VSC-HVDC transmission. Voltage Source Converters are classified as self-commutated
converters because they are made of switches able to be controlled in terms of both ignition
and shutdown. Contrary to CSC that have a constant current at the DC side, VSC delivers a
constant voltage as is depicted in figure 2.2(b). Its online schematic consist in a switches group
with a parallel capacitor. In this type of device the conversion of polarity occurs when the
current changes its sign. For this reason, a VSC requires switches, capable of conducting both
positive and negative current; e.g. the switch cells of Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)
or the reverse conducting Integrated Gate-Commutated Thyristor (IGCT) or the antiparallel
connection of a Gate Turn-Off Thyristor (GTO) and a diode. Nowadays IGBTs are predomi-
nant and there are commercially available devices with voltages up to 6,5 kV and current ratings
of 3,6 kA [18]. VSC-HVDC links with DC voltage ratings of ±525 kV and power up to 3 GW
are being projected [13]. Having a fixed DC voltage polarity, VSC-HVDC transmission has
an important advantage over CSC-HVDC where the voltage is reversed to change the power
direction. Therefore, it is possible to use polymeric (e.g. crosslinked polyetilene XLPE) cables
instead of the more expensive and difficult to use, Mass-Impregnated cables (MI).
Voltage Source Converters can be built in a so called two-levels topology, in a multi-level
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topology or in a multi-modular one. In a two- or three-level topology, the voltage is synthesized
with the Pulse Width Modulation technique (PWM) varying the output voltage between the
negative DC value and the positive one (in case of a two levels converter) or between negative,
zero and positive DC voltage (in case of a three-level converter). The resulting voltage is shown
in figure 2.3 (a) for the two levels, (b) for the three levels. The downside of the two and
three-level topology is the high losses, up to 3% and 1.7% respectively [21]. For the multi-level
topology other techniques, e.g. the Selective Harmonic Elimination Modulation (SHEM) or the
optimal PWM (OPWM), were developed to modulate the voltage at the fundamental frequency
in order to reduce the harmonic content and to lower the switching losses [22].
In the case of a Multi-Modular Converter (MMC), the resulting voltage is synthesized in a
step manner, as shown in figure 2.3(c), it does not contain high frequency harmonics and the
losses are reduced to about 1% per converter station [21].
Figure 2.3: Switching pattern for different converter topologies [21].
Losses are higher when the switching frequency increases. With the multi-modular topology
it is possible to achieve lower losses because the switching frequency per valve is substantially
lower [23]. The MMC scheme is shown in figure 2.4. Multiple submodules are cascaded in every
converter arm and, unlike the other topologies, a common DC capacitance is not present. The
submodules are the basic components, when their number increases also the number of levels
available to synthesize the desired voltage increases.
In figure 2.5 two possible submodule configurations are shown; (a) is a half bridge scheme,
(b) is a full bridge scheme [24]. The number of switches in the full bridge scheme is double
compared to the half bridge, but the first one can block the current flowing in both directions.
Thus, contrarily to the half bridge submodule, it can block DC fault currents.
A strong external voltage wave is not needed for the correct operation of a Voltage Source
Converters. In fact, the switches in this technology do not need a zero current crossing for
the commutation. This aspect gives another advantage to VSC-HVDC because it can be used
to connect weak systems (e.g. off-shore wind farms) or even for a black start. Furthermore
Current Source Converters consume reactive power due to the lagging of the current caused by
the thyristors firing angle; on the contrary Voltage Source Converters can independently control
the active and reactive power. The full controllability of the power in the VSC technology makes
9
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Figure 2.4: Multi modular converter topology [21].
Figure 2.5: MMC basic component model. (a) Half bridge, (b) full bridge [21].
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it also suited for ancillary services. Compared to CSCs the only drawbacks of VSCs are: higher
losses due to a higher switching frequency, lower power rating because of the actual technological
limits of IGBTs and a lower expertise in their use in HVDC transmission lines.
It is reasonable to expect that a future meshed grid will use the VSC technology as it has
a common DC voltage that makes easier to control and to extend the grid connecting parallel
systems. In addition, if CSC are used in a meshed grid, the power reversal in a particular
branch is done through the change of voltage polarity, this could affect the power direction also
in other branches. Finally, VSC-HVDC converters can connect weak and islanded grids to the
centralized system.
2.5 An example: the Piemonte-Savoie VSC-HVDC line
The use of the VSC-HVDC technology as an interconnector between countries and as a strenght-
ening of the entire network, can be well exemplified by the Piemonte-Savoie line, also called
PISA.
It is one of the VSC-HVDC projects currently under construction, a two-terminal line con-
necting Italy and France, a collaboration between the Italian system operator TERNA and the
French RTE. The realisation of the link, approved in 2011, started in 2013 in the Italian terri-
tory and in 2015 in the French side [25]. Finally, commissioning is scheduled for 2019. At the
moment of writing, the installed capacity of interconnection between Italy and France is 2650
MW. The energy exchange is done mainly through the 400 kV AC lines Albertville-Rondissone
and Albertville-Venaus. However, the current capacity is for most of the time saturated. This
is one of the reasons why it has been decided to build a new interconnection. The advantages
of new ”Piemonte-Savoie” line are:
• to increase the capacity of mutual aid between Italy and France,
• to improve the sharing of resources between the two countries,
• to facilitate cross-border exchanges of electric energy,
• to facilitate the integration of renewable sources in the Italian and French electricity grids
[26].
The two-terminal HVDC link connects the electric stations of Piossasco, near Turin and
Grand-ˆIIle in Savoie. It consists of an extruded underground cable, with crosslinked polyethy-
lene insulation (XLPE) following a 190 kilometers long route, approximately 95 kilometers in
each country [27] (figures 2.6 and 2.7 show the route). For its length, its voltage level (±320
Figure 2.6: Route of the HVDC line in Italy [25].
kV) and for being an underground line, the Piemonte-Savoie project is the first of its kind in the
world [26]. The realization of the conversion stations has been assigned to the French company
Alstom. Alstom will design, manufacture and commission two converter stations (2 ∗ 600 MW,
±320 kV) containing Alstoms Voltage Source Converter technology [28]. The VSC technology
has the advantage of offering a high rate of reversal of the current (50 milliseconds), which
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Figure 2.7: Route of the HVDC line in Frace [26].
allows great flexibility in the management of exchanges with Italy and precise adjustment of
the voltage level. Furthermore, it guarantees security of supply and electrical quality. VSCs are
more compact than the older technology of controlled converters (LCCs using thyristors), as a
consequence, VSCs allow to halve the size of facilities, giving a significant advantage in terms of
environmental impact [26]. The environmental impact of the entire project is minimal also due
to the fact that the cables will be installed under the existing road infrastructures using four
polyethylene sleeves arranged in a square at the bottom of a trench, and crossing the border in
the Frejus safety tunnel. Figure 2.8 shows the cables layout. The chosen HVDC configuration
Figure 2.8: Underground trench to allocate the cables [25].
is the bipolar. Two 600 MW bipolar circuits will be installed for a total of four cables.
The benefits for the Italian network deriving from this new interconnection, the number
twenty-three for the transmission system operator TERNA, are:
• savings for the Italian electricity system up to 150 million euro per year,
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• 60% more capacity of interconnection installed, from which follows an increased security
of supply,
• increase of the exchange capacity on the French border up to 1200 MW,
• reduction of bottlenecks on the European network,
• creation of more than 500 jobs [25].
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter a comparison between the HVDC transmission and the AC transmission has
been presented, listing the positive aspects of a future multi-terminal HVDC grid. Also a brief
description of the CSC and VSC technologies has been given. The advantages of the voltage
source converter have been underlined and it can be concluded that the VSC-HVDC system is
preferable for the future development of the grid since it facilitates the network extension, the
integration of the off shore wind farms and the connection to weak AC systems. Finally, the
new interconnection line between Italy and France has been described.
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Chapter 3
HVDC System Configurations
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the possible configurations for the transmission of power with HVDC
systems. A brief insight into the matter of the system grounding is also given.
The existing HVDC lines are mainly end-to-end systems, the only multi-terminal systems (as
of 2016) are the SACOI link in Italy, Quebec-New England Transmission system between USA
and Canada, the North-East Agra in India (year of commissioning 2016) and the five-terminal
system in Zhoushan, China [29][13][30]. The HVDC systems can be built in monopolar or
bipolar configuration or a combination of the two. They can also implement different earthing
principles: high or low impedance grounding, multiple or single connection to the earth. Cur-
rently there is no clarity on the preferred configuration for an MTDC grid and neither for the
best grounding. The choice has to be made taking into account some factors such as:
• reliability;
• system costs;
• protection system design;
• extensibility [14].
The term extensibility describes the possibility to tap an additional HVDC link to an already
existing grid. In the past with point-to-point lines, it often happened that the investment costs
were partially shifted in time, building a monopole initially and then adding a second pole and
doubling in this way the transferred power. For a meshed grid it is less straightforward than
for a two terminals line, but it is expected that in the process of building an interconnected
European HVDC grid, extensibility will be an important aspect.
3.2 Asymmetric monopolar system
This type of configuration consists of a single high voltage cable connecting the converter
stations and carrying the full current. The neutral point of the converters is connected to the
ground and the current returns through the earth. Alternatively, the return path can consist
of a metallic conductor dimensioned for low voltage and grounded at several stations or just
at one node of the grid. The first option is called asymmetric monopole with earth return and
an example can be seen in figure 3.1, the second option is called asymmetric monopole with
metallic return and it is shown in figure 3.2.
For a cable system, the asymmetric monopole with earth return is the most advantageous
configuration in terms of cost. In fact it implements a single conductor to transmit the power
and in the project of an HVDC link, cables are the biggest cost [14]. It is however not always
simply realizable since in many countries a continuous earth current flow is not acceptable on
the basis of environmental concerns. Furthermore, the connection to earth through electrodes
has to be designed carefully to avoid corrosion problems.
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Figure 3.1: Monopole with earth return [14].
Figure 3.2: Monopole with metallic return [14].
An asymmetric monopolar configuration with metallic return is more expensive since it has
an additional cable and the losses, caused by the current flowing through the metallic return,
are higher [14]. The insulation for the return conductor is less costly than for the high voltage
cable. In fact the cable is normally operated at near zero voltage and it has just to withstand
the voltage drop along the conductor during normal operation and the neutral point voltage
rise during fault conditions.
3.3 Symmetric monopolar system
In this type of configuration each station consists of a converter connected to the other station
by mean of two cables, both at high voltage of the same magnitude but opposite in polarity.
As figure 3.3 shows, the ground connection can be done at the middle point of the DC side
capacitors or with high value impedance reactors at the AC side [14]. However, if one pole is
not available the current cannot flow through the earth return path and the entire active power
is lost. The majority of the VSC-HVDC links are realized using a monopolar symmetrical
configuration.
Figure 3.3: Symmetrical monopole [14].
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3.4 Bipolar HVDC grid with metallic return
The bipolar configuration is the main interest of this thesis. An example can be seen in figure
3.4. There are two converters per station, the top one is connected to a high voltage-positive
polarity conductor and the bottom converter to a high voltage-negative polarity conductor.
In-between the two converters of a station there is a connection to the return path. During
normal operation the converters in a station are controlled in the same way in order to have
zero current flowing in the return path, only in case of active power unbalance between the two
poles a current can be registered. If for a monopolar configuration the outage of a converter or
of a cable means the outage of the entire link, for a bipolar configuration half of the power can
be still exchanged using the return path. This scheme increases hence the overall reliability of
the system.
Figure 3.4: Bipolar HVDC grid with metallic return [14].
3.5 Extensibility and grounding of the system
The bipolar configuration with metallic return is well-suited for the development of the future
HVDC grid. In fact in terms of extensibility, multiple other links can be connected to a bipole.
But first some distinctions have to be made regarding the grounding system. A bipolar link can
be low or high impedance grounded. With a low impedance grounding the system is subject
to high current but limited voltage during fault conditions. On the contrary, the voltage raises
significantly during a fault in a system with a high impedance grounding. When an asymmetric
monopole is added to the bipole in a high impedance grounded system, the rating insulation of
the asymmetric link neutral conductor has to increase to withstand the voltage stress, resulting
more costly. Furthermore in case of an asymmetrical tapping the control is more complex since
the system has to work continuously in unbalanced conditions. Other possibilities to extend a
bipolar HVDC grid are with symmetric tapping or bipolar links as is shown if figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Examples of HVDC bipolar grid development [31]
The high voltage stress during contingencies in a high impedance grounded system is severe
and for this reason the low impedance earthing is preferable. The system can be low impedance
grounded in one single point of the grid or in several points at the same time. However, if
grounding is present in several stations, there is a return path for the current parallel to the
metallic return.
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Chapter 4
Voltage control in multi-terminal
HVDC grids
In a multi-terminal grid it is important to find a quantity to use as a reference value for the
control of the converters in the network. Similar to the frequency, which is the control variable
for the stability of the AC grid; the DC voltage allows to monitor the power balance between
the terminals of a VSC-HVDC grid. In fact, when a node of the grid is subjected to a power
step, the whole system experiences a positive variation of current if the power increases at that
node, or a negative change if the power decreases. The charge of the capacities (converters and
lines cable capacitances) follows a positive variation of current in the system and the discharge
of the capacities corresponds to a negative variation. In the first case the voltage at every node
of the grid increases and in the second case it decreases. The capacities in the system react to
the change of power injected or withdrawn storing energy like in the AC system is done by the
rotating masses, with the difference that the inertia of the rotating masses is much bigger. The
time constant in the DC grid is in the order of milliseconds for the primary control and in the
order of seconds for the secondary control [32]. Differently to the frequency in the AC grid, the
voltage has not the same value at each node of the DC grid. In fact the impedance of the line
has to be taken into account, thus the voltage drop. The actual value of the voltage at every
terminal can be found only after a power flow calculation.
4.1 Centralized voltage control
The control strategy adopted for a two-terminal HVDC link consists in a terminal fixing the
active power and the other the DC voltage. In this way the active power is balanced if the voltage
is kept constant. Figure 4.1 shows the control characteristics applied to the two converters,
figure 4.1(a) refers to the constant power mode, 4.1(b) to the constant voltage.
In a multi-terminal grid, the aforementioned logic can still be applied. One converter in the
grid sets the voltage level at its bus, behaving as a slack bus, all the other converters apply a
constant active power control. In this operating mode, when a contingency occurs in the grid,
the voltage controlling converter is the only one changing its power output in order to maintain
the voltage value constant. For a correct stable operation it is important that not more than
one converter controls the voltage.
Despite the simplicity of this control strategy, defined also as centralized control, it is not
probable that in a future meshed grid one single slack bus will be used to maintain the voltage
between the tolerance boundaries. The centralized strategy lacks one of the most important
properties required in a control system, i.e. reliability. In fact the larger the grid, the larger the
disturbances that the slack bus has to damp. The capability of the voltage controlling converter
can be insufficient to handle these perturbations. Furthermore big and sudden changes in the
power output of a converter have a severe impact on the AC side near to the converter. If then
the grid is interconnected between different countries, it would be difficult to find a TSO that
would take the burden of having such a slack ”bus” in his country.
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(a) Fixed power characteristic (b) Fixed voltage characteristic
Figure 4.1: Centralized control characteristics
A possible solution is to provide a backup control, that is a converter switching from power
to voltage control when the slack bus is incapable to face the disturbance. Such a backup
control is however more suited for small grids. In grids where perturbations are large, changes
in operational mode will occur more often leading to a highly non-linear system behavior that
causes the loss of dependency between the local voltage measurements and the general state of
the system [21].
4.2 Distributed droop control
To face the discussed problems, another control strategy has been studied for large HVDC
grids, the distributed control. It is an operation mode already used in AC grids and implements
a proportional action. In this way, every converter modifies its power output proportionally to
the voltage variation at its grid node after an outage or a disturbance. The use of a propor-
tional controller leads to a steady-state voltage deviation after the primary control action. The
characteristic of the droop can be seen in figure 4.2 where voltage is displayed as a function of
the current (it is also possible to express the voltage as a function of power).
Figure 4.2: DC voltage droop characteristic
As an input for the controller, a set-point (UDC,0, IDC,0) is needed. It can be obtained
from a power flow calculation. For more detail the reader is referred to Appendix A. The
other important parameter is the droop constant kDC which coresponds to the slope of the
characteristic and is also the inverse of the proportional controller gain gDC . In this thesis,
current and power are positive when entering the DC system, thus they are positive for a
converter in rectifier mode and negative in inverter mode. As a consequence, the slope of the
droop characteristic is negative. The relation between current and voltage can be written as
∆IDC = − 1
kDC
∆UDC (4.1)
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where ∆IDC = IDC − IDC,0 and ∆UDC = UDC −UDC,0 are the current and voltage variations
with respect to the initial set-point. As an alternative, the droop characteristic can be written
in terms of power and voltage, as it is done in [33][34]. Hence, the droop law is written as
∆PDC = − 1
kDC
∆UDC (4.2)
where ∆PDC = PDC − PDC,0 is the difference between the actual power output of the con-
verter and the reference set-point. The V-I characteristic is more connected to the dynamics
of the system and is a more realistic control since it proportionally relates two linearly de-
pendent variables [35]. The P-V characteristic behaves identically around the set-point, but
for larger deviations, the difference between the two representations increases as well due to
the quadratic relation between the variables. The advantage of the power-voltage droop is the
easier integration in the outer loops and the easier computation of power flows.
The value of the droop constant is an indication of how much a converter will change its
power output to stabilize the voltage. The lower the droop constant, the more the converter
adapts its output power at voltage variations; the limit with kDC = 0 gives us the constant
voltage control characteristic. On the contrary, a high value of the droop constant causes the
converter to tolerate a high steady-state error at the DC voltage while having a low varia-
tion in the power output; in this case the limit for kDC tending to infinity gives a constant
current/power characteristic.
The droop controller has the local voltage measurement as input. In this way there is no
need for communication between the different nodes of the grid and a fast response to the
variation is assured. Anyway, it has also been proposed to use a common voltage feedback
[26,33], with the result of independence between the change of power sharing and the nodal
voltage variation. The droop control law in this case becomes:
IDC = IDC,0 − 1
kDC
(U commDC − U commDC,0 ) (4.3)
with U commDC the common feedback signal and U
comm
DC,0 its reference. The disadvantage of this
approach is the need of communication.
In the meshed multi-terminal system the use of a distributed control is more advantageous
for the following reasons:
• every converter changes its output in accordance with its droop characteristic. As a result,
every terminal takes a share in the compensation of the disturbances;
• the action does not rely on communications between different terminals but only on local
voltage measurements. Therefore, it guarantees also a fast response;
• the control is very simple since it is proportional;
• it is a reliable strategy and it has a N-1 security criterion [35].
4.3 Control strategies simulation
In this section of the thesis different control strategies have been applied to show their working
principle in a three-terminal monopolar VSC-HVDC grid (shown in figure 4.3), consisting of
one rectifier and two inverters. This system can for example represent a wind farm connected
to two load systems. The description of the design of the control and of the grid model is
postponed to the next chapter.
4.3.1 Centralized control
In this simulation, the rectifier operates in a power control mode, inverter 1 controls the voltage
and inverter 2 operates in power control. The AC grid voltage is 380 kV while the power rating
of the converters is 1200 MVA. After one second, a power step of ∆PDC,rec = −120 MVA is
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Figure 4.3: Three terminals monopolar VSC HVDC grid
Table 4.1: Simulation results of a centralized control strategy
Initial Values: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 0.5 1.009
Inverter 1 -0.295 1
Inverter 2 -0.2 0.9965
After the contingency: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 0.4 1.007
Inverter 1 -0.1975 1
Inverter 2 -0.2 0.9965
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(a) Grid nodes voltage profile (b) Converters power output
Figure 4.4: Centralized control characteristics
applied to the rectifier to simulate a drop in generation. Table 4.1 lists the set-points of the
converters before and after the power step. In figure 4.4 (a) the grid nodes voltages are plotted
as function of time, while in figure 4.4 (b) the power output of the three converters can be
found.
The power balance is reestablished after the contingency thanks to the action of inverter 1.
It changes substantially its power output to keep the voltage constant. On the contrary, the
power output of inverter 2 remains the same.
A second simulation shows the case of possible failure of the centralized control when a big
power imbalance occurs. The grid and voltage rating are the same as in the previous case and
the working set-points before and after the power step applied at the rectifier control input can
be found in table 4.2. Also in this case a power step is applied at the rectifier control input, this
time the lack of generation is much bigger, half of the rated power, ∆PDC,rec = −600 MVA.
It can be seen in figure 4.5 that the only way inverter 1 is able to keep the voltage constant
Table 4.2: Simulation results of a centralized control strategy
Initial Values: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 1 1.0172
Inverter 1 -0.274 1
Inverter 2 -0.7 0.9876
After the contingency: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 0.5 1.009
Inverter 1 0.213 1
Inverter 2 -0.7 0.9876
is to switch from inverter operation to rectifier mode. This is not possible if the inverter is
connected to a system were no generation is available. Hence, the node that implements the
voltage control has to be chosen carefully, since it has the burden of compensating the whole
power unbalance and of tolerating an important stress at the AC side caused by the sudden
change of power reference. The consequences of a missed control action are a even bigger voltage
variation.
4.3.2 Distributed control
The same grid as the previous examples is now operated in a distributed control mode. In
particular, the rectifier is controlling the power. At its control input a power step of −0.5 [pu]
is given at the moment in time of 1 second, while the two inverters are both implementing a
droop control. Accepting a voltage steady state variation of 7% the value chosen for the droop
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Figure 4.5: Converters power output simulation number 2
(a) Grid nodes voltage profile (b) Converters power output
Figure 4.6: Decentralized control characteristics
constant is kDC = 15, equal for both inverters. The voltage and power values resulting from
the simulation are listed in table 4.3 and the voltage and power profiles are shown respectively
in figure 4.6 (a) and 4.6 (b).
Table 4.3: Simulation results of a distributed droop control strategy
Initial Values: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 1 1.0172
Inverter 1 -0.274 1
Inverter 2 -0.7 0.9876
After the contingency: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier 0.5 1.009
Inverter 1 0.213 1
Inverter 2 -0.7 0.9876
It is evident how the power imbalance is shared between the two inverters as they both
vary their power output proportionally to the voltage variation. The result is a new steady
state operating point for the grid. The value of kDC = 15 has to be chosen as a function of
the acceptable steady state voltage variation at the grid nodes. Furthermore, it influences the
size of the share that a converter will take in compensating the power imbalance. The lower
the droop constant in a converter controller, the larger the unbalanced power share for that
converter.
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4.4 Conclusion
The centralized and distributed voltage control strategies have been described. The centralized
control implements a constant voltage compensator at one converter and a constant power
controller at the other terminals. After a disturbance, the only converter controlling the voltage
has the burden of compensating the unbalanced power.
The distributed control implements the droop compensator at each node of the DC grid. It
reacts to a voltage variation and balances the power in the network by changing the current
output of the VSC. In this way all the converters contribute to the primary control.
Finally two simulations show the working principle of the control strategies in a three ter-
minals monopolar VSC-HVDC grid. The distributed control resulted the most reliable method
for the voltage control in the multi-terminal network.
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Chapter 5
Modelling and control of a
bipolar MTDC grid
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes how to model a VSC converter and a bipolar MTDC grid. Different
control design techniques of the VSC are also studied and implemented in the model. The
validation is done by mean of simulations using MATLAB Simulink. The model is then used
to analyze the dynamic stability of the system after a contingency, focusing on the bipolar grid
configuration.
5.2 Averaged model
To study the dynamic behavior of the system, an averaged converter model is used. It is
a reduced order model, since it disregards the switching process of the converter. Thus the
resulting model is generic, it does not depend on the converter technology or on the modulation
technique used to synthesize the converter voltage waveform. As explained in [36], the correct
way to derive a simplified model is to eliminate the very small time constants of the system,
such as the time constant of the switching process of the power electronics or that of the DC line
current dynamics. The advantages of doing this are the reduction of the number of differential
equation governing the system and the acceleration of the calculations, as it is possible to
increase the integration step size in the simulations. The averaged model is used to study the
stability of the system through the dynamics of the average values of the variables. In the
following sections all the components of the VSC-HVDC system are modeled.
5.2.1 Voltage Source Converter
Although the converter is characterized by discrete switching states, for control purpose the
VSC can be modeled in a simplified way by decoupling the AC side from the DC side [37]. At
the AC side, the converter is modeled as a voltage source whereas at the DC side it is modeled
as a current source connected to a capacitor. Figure 5.1 represents the averaged model of the
VSC converter.
If internal losses of the converter are neglected, AC and DC sides are linked by the power
balance in the converter. The current through the DC generator can thus be written as
IDC =
Ps
UDC
(5.1)
where UDC is the voltage at the DC side capacitor and Ps is the active power flowing from the
AC side to the converter.
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Figure 5.1: VSC averaged model
The fundamental equation of the capacitance allows us to calculate the direct voltage UDC
since
IDC − IL = IC = CC dUDC
dt
(5.2)
where IL and IC are respectively the DC line current and the current through the capacitor CC
that represents the internal capacitance of the converter. CC is responsible of the reduction of
the generated voltage ripple [38]. Thus the stabilized voltage has a well-defined level and it can
be considered independent from the switching process of the VSC. The converter capacitance
is also designed to achieve an optimal dynamic behavior after a change of the converted power.
In fact, it affects the power exchanged between AC and DC side since it acts as a energy buffer
[39]. A small value of the capacitance means that the reaction to a change is fast. Usually the
capacitance size is expressed in terms of the time constant τC .
5.2.2 Line or Cable Model
As explained before in chapter 3, a bipolar HVDC configuration is made of two cables and
possibly a metallic return conductor operating at near zero voltage. During normal operation
the two cables are at opposite voltage, equal in magnitude, and the metallic return conductor
does not carry any current. From a dynamic point of view a model that represents the cable
transients is shown in figure 5.2. It is a pi model of the DC transmission line and it includes
the series of an inductance, a resistance and two capacitances. The values of these parameters
are:
RDC = rDCx (5.3)
CDC = cDCx (5.4)
LDC = lDCx (5.5)
with x the length of the cable, rDC , cDC and lDC respectively the resistance per length, capaci-
tance per length and inductance per length. For a more simplified analysis the cable inductance
LDC can be initially neglected, hence disregarding the DC current dynamics. This translates
in the elimination of currents as state variables [21].
Figure 5.2: pi-model of a DC transmission line
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5.2.3 AC reactor
The AC side of the converter is modeled as a controlled voltage source, while an alternating
voltage generator represents the AC grid. A complex impedance Zs = Rs + jXs connects the
converter with the point of common coupling and includes the converter reactor, responsible
for smoothing the current harmonics, and the transformer inductance [40]. In figure 5.3 the
impedance is shown.
Figure 5.3: Converter AC voltage and grid voltage
5.3 Control design
To maintain the stability, the control system of a VSC has to regulate the value of real and
reactive power exchanged between the VSC system and the AC grid at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC). There are two control modes that can be used: voltage-mode control and
current-mode control. Implementing the first mode, the power components (real power Ps and
reactive power Qs) are controlled by the phase angle and the magnitude of the VSC voltage at
the AC side with respect to the voltage at the PCC [40][41][42]. Neglecting the line resistance,
the equations that describe this control mode are
Ps =
UcUs sin δ
Xs
(5.6)
Qs = Us
Uc cos δ − Us
Xs
(5.7)
where Uc is the converter AC side voltage, Us is the AC grid voltage, δ is the angle between
the two voltages and Xs is the reactance of the inductor Ls in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: VSC AC side and AC system representation
If Uc and Us are close enough in terms of angle and magnitude, the real and reactive power
controls are almost decoupled and they can be operated independently. The active power
becomes a function of the angle
Ps = f(δ), (5.8)
and the reactive power a function of the VSC voltage magnitude
Qs = f(Uc). (5.9)
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Figure 5.5 shows the sign of the active and reactive power through vector diagrams. In par-
ticular, if Uc phase lags Us the direction of the active power is positive and the VSC works
in rectifier mode, figure 5.5 (a); if Uc phase leads Us, the real power is negative and the VSC
operates as an inverter, figure 5.5 (b).
Figure 5.5: Active power flow vector diagram
The sign of the reactive power is then dependent on the different amplitude of the voltages
Uc and Us as depicted in figure 5.6 where the phase angle δ has been set to zero. In particular if
Us > Uccosδ there is reactive power consumed from the ac network, figure 5.6 (a); if Us < Uccosδ
there is reactive power generated into the AC network, figure 5.6 (b).
Figure 5.6: Reactive power flow vector diagram
The voltage-mode control is not further described as in this thesis a current-mode control has
been implemented in the model used for the simulations. Voltage-mode control has not been
chosen because it does not allow the protection of the VSC against overcurrents that can appear
when the commands are rapidly changed or when a fault occurs in the AC side [40]. When
instead a current-mode control is used, limits can be imposed to line currents protecting the
converter against overload conditions. Other advantages are a superior dynamic performance,
a higher control precision and a more robust response to oscillations of VSC and AC system
parameters [43]. Equations (5.6) and (5.7) can be modified to show the relation with the line
current Is
Ps = UsIs cosϕ (5.10)
Qs = UsIs sinϕ (5.11)
where ϕ is the angle between the vector of the line current and the vector of the AC voltage at
the PCC as it is shown in the vector diagram of figure 5.7.
Hence in the current control approach, the VSC line current is firstly adjusted by a dedicated
control loop, through the VSC AC side voltage. Then, both active and reactive power are
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Figure 5.7: Vector Diagram of VSC AC side voltage and current
controlled acting on phase angle and amplitude of line current with respect to AC system
voltage at PCC [40].
A reference frame transformation is normally applied to the control variables to allow the
analysis of the power exchange in a vector mode. The Park’s transformation is implemented in
order to obtain DC signals waveforms in steady-state condition [44]. As a result, the control
system has a simpler design and the equations that govern it have a lower dynamic order. The
rotational speed of the dq-frame is chosen equal to the speed of the AC currents and voltages
phasors and the frame is synchronized with the system voltage. Considering positive the power
and the current entering the DC system as depicted in figure 5.4, the relations connecting real
and reactive power with line current and AC voltage in the dq frame are
ps =
3
2
[usdisd + usqisq] (5.12)
qs =
3
2
[usqisd − usdisq] (5.13)
where usd, usq and isd, isq are respectively the d and q components of AC voltage and current
phasors. These equations can be further simplified if the transformation rotating frame is
synchronized with the AC voltage resulting in usq = 0 and thus equations (5.12)-(5.13) become
ps =
3
2
usdisd (5.14)
qs = −3
2
usdisq (5.15)
demonstrating that the two current components can control the real and reactive power ex-
change at the PCC separately. In the practical control implementation this action of synchro-
nization is done by the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) [45][46][47]. The PLL action has to ensure
that the space phasor of the AC grid voltage Us(t) is aligned with the d -axis of the dq-frame.
The phase locked loop is a control system that receives as input the AC voltage phasor and
generates as output the required angle for the Park’s transformation. With the cascaded actions
of a phase detector, a loop filter and a voltage controlled oscillator (in the basic configuration),
the PLL generated angle ρ is such as
ρ(t) = ω0t+ θ0 (5.16)
with ω0 the pulse of the AC voltage and θ0 its initial phase angle.
The control scheme for VSC is made of two levels: an outer loop that receives as inputs the
references for the controlled variables (Ps, Qs, UDC , UAC) producing as outputs the reference
values of the current components (isdref , isqref ) and an inner loop that tracks the current
references arriving from the outer loop. It is important for the stability of the control system
that the inner loop has a much faster response compared to the outer loop.
5.3.1 Current or internal controller
At the nodes of the grid where current control is applied, the converter internal controller has
to deal with the tracking of current references. The response of the system to the control action
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depends on how the converter is modelled and is governed by a first order equation describing
the series of a resistance Rs and an inductance Ls, as depicted in figure 5.3.
Thus, the equations of the converter AC side dynamics are firstly studied and then related
to the control system. With respect to figure 5.3, the dynamics of the AC side are expressed
by
Ls
dis
dt
+Ris = us − uc (5.17)
Applying the Park’s transformation and synchronizing the rotating frame d -axis with the space
phasor of the AC grid voltage (usq = 0), equation (5.17) becomes
Ls
disd
dt
+Risd = Lsωisq + usd − ucd (5.18)
Ls
disq
dt
+Risq = −Lsωisd − ucq (5.19)
where isd and isq are state variables, ucd and ucq are control inputs and usd is a disturbance
input. The plant model block diagram is shown in figure 5.8. It results from equations (5.18)
and (5.19) after applying the Laplace transformation.
Figure 5.8: Converter block diagram, control system plant
The plant equations are dynamically coupled due to the terms Lsωisq and −Lsωisd. A
decoupling is therefore implemented in the inner loop
ucd = −ud + Lsωisq + usd (5.20)
ucq = −uq − Lsωisd. (5.21)
where ud and uq are the new control inputs [48][49]. Substituting equations (5.20) (5.21) in
(5.18) and (5.19), two decoupled first-order linear systems are obtained
Ls
disd
dt
+Risd = ud (5.22)
Ls
disq
dt
+Risq = uq. (5.23)
The inputs are provided by a compensator that elaborates current errors, i.e. the difference
between a reference value and the dq components of the measured line current (ed = isdref − isd
and eq = isqref − isq), with the purpose of reducing it to zero. This control action is undertaken
by a Proportional Integral (PI) controller [50].
Figure 5.9 shows the inner control loop in a block diagram. To obtain it, the Laplace
transformation is applied to the previous equations.
Figure 5.10 shows a simplified diagram d -axis and q-axis of the closed loop controllers that
includes also an Anti-Wind-Up (AWU), necessary to avoid the integral error when the variables
hit their limits.
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Figure 5.9: Decoupled inner current controllers
Figure 5.10: Simplified block diagram of the current controller
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The transfer function of the PI compensator has been written in the diagram as
GPI(s) =
kp
s
+ kis (5.24)
where kp and ki are respectively the proportional gain and the integral gain. These two con-
stants have to be tuned in order to achieve fast response and stability, the ”modulus optimum”
technique is used for this purposes [51]. With this strategy, simplification of the dynamic equa-
tions is achieved through pole cancellation. The resulting values of the PI controller gains
are
kp =
Ls
τi
(5.25)
ki =
Rs
τi
. (5.26)
with τi the time constant of the closed loop. τi is a design choice and it should be small enough
to guarantee a fast response, but not too small such that 1τi , that is the closed control loop
bandwidth, is smaller than the limit dictated by the switching frequency of the VSC. Typically
τi = 0.5 − 5 ms [40], in [52] a bandwidth of 320 Hz has been used to guarantee a dynamic
response with no overshoot.
The remainder of the thesis will focus on the regulation of the active power, disregarding
the analysis of the reactive power control system.
5.3.2 Outer controllers
The outer controllers are directly connected with the inner control loop and they produce
the reference current. The controllers described in this section are the constant active power
regulator, the constant DC voltage regulator and the DC voltage droop controller.
Constant power controller
The active power control closed loop of figure 5.11 includes a PI compensator that is responsible
of tracking perfectly the power reference received as input. The plant and the current control
loop have been represented as a first order system with time constant τi, as this is the result
of the proper tuning of the current controller. Also the power compensator is tuned with a
”modulus optimum” strategy with a bandwidth that has to be one order of magnitude smaller
(≈ 30 Hz) to ensure that the outer loop is slower than the inner loop [52]. The proportional
and integral gains of the transfer function of the power PI controller are
kpp =
τi
τpusd
(5.27)
kip =
1
τpusd
(5.28)
where τp is the time constant of the closed loop.
Figure 5.11: Block diagram of the constant active power controller
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Constant DC voltage controller
The design of the outer control loop for the DC voltage depends on the strategy chosen for the
control action. The first design described is similar to the power outer loop, in fact also in this
case it consists of a PI compensator that receives the difference between a DC voltage reference
and a DC voltage measure as input and aims at setting this error to zero. The block diagram
of figure 5.12 represents the closed loop. In this case, a stable response is obtained by tuning
the PI compensator with the ”symmetrical optimum” criteria [51]. The block diagram of figure
5.12 represents the DC link dynamics, expressed by the differential equation
iDC − iL = C duDC
dt
(5.29)
where iDC is the converter current, iL is the current of the DC line and uDC is the DC side
voltage, that is measured between the terminals of the DC side capacitor in the averaged model
of figure 5.1.
Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the constant DC voltage controller
The interaction between the AC side and the DC side is finally given by the equality of the
power at DC side with the real power at AC side
uDCiDC =
3
2
usdisd. (5.30)
Equation (5.30) holds when converter and commutation losses are neglected.
DC voltage droop controller
The droop control strategy, the main focus of this thesis, has a different control design than the
previous. The droop controller is a proportional compensator with a gain that is the inverse
of the droop constant kDC . As shown in figure 5.13, the droop controller makes the current
reference for the inner loop react to a variation of voltage measured at the DC bus. The
variation is detected as the difference between the measured value and the set point. Contrary
to the other outer loops described above, the droop controller does not track a reference value,
in fact the consequence of the droop action is a steady state voltage error. The magnitude of
the error depends on the droop constant. The purpose of this control strategy is to balance
the power in the DC grid by changing the current injected by the converter and allowing only
a limited variation of the DC voltage.
Figure 5.13: DC voltage droop controller
There are multiple ways to design the value of the constant GDC =
1
kDC
. The choice of the
gain can be done in order to optimize a variable or to find a trade-off between conflicting aspects,
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such as converter ratings or AC and DC systems dynamic stability. A more detailed explanation
will be given in chapter 6. In the following simulations the tuning of the proportional droop
gain is done in order to optimize the dynamic response of the controller. The regulator has to
approximately act on a second order system and the transfer function of the closed loop is
GCL(s) =
1
s2 τiCGDC + s
C
GDC
+ 1
, (5.31)
that characterize a signal with damping ratio ξ and a natural frequency ωn
ξ =
1
2τiωn
(5.32)
ωn =
√
GDC
Cτi
(5.33)
Selecting a damping ratio of ξ = 0.7, it is possible to obtain a good dynamic performance and
thus to calculate the gain of the proportional compensator.
5.4 Simulation of a converter outage, dynamic results
The model and control design described in the previous section can be used to simulate a
monopolar or bipolar grid configuration with the only difference between the two configurations
that in a bipolar grid configuration there are two converters and two separate control systems
at every node.
The aim of these simulations is to understand how the unbalanced operation that follows
a VSC outage can affect the DC voltage control in a bipolar configuration. When a droop
control is implemented, a local DC voltage measurement forms the input of the compensator
that maintains the power balance. In a bipolar multi-terminal HVDC grid, the DC voltage is
measured at every terminal between the pole and the neutral conductor, therefore its value can
be affected by the shifting of the voltage at the ground nodes. A dynamic balance of the two
poles might be required to achieve a new stable operating point.
5.4.1 Bipolar end-to-end line
In the fist simulation, droop control is used in the VSC of a simple end-to-end bipolar line
that can be for example the connection of an offshore wind farm with the mainland. At one
side there are two VSCs operating in rectifier mode, at the other side two VSCs in inverter
mode. Figure 5.14 represents the link and table 5.1 lists the grid and control parameters.
Table 5.1: Grid and control parameters
Grid Parameters Droop Parameters
Rated Power 1200 [MW] Gdc (droop gain) 2.8810
Rated Voltage 380 [kV] Vdc,0 Rect 1 [pu]
Rdc 0.0175 [pu] Idc,0 Rect 0.545 [pu]
Rdcm 0.0175 [pu] Vdc,0 Inv 0.9912 [pu]
line length 150 [km] Idc,0 Inv -0.545 [pu]
Initially, the opposite poles are working with identical power output and voltage values, which
is called balanced operation. After 1 second an outage of the rectifier in the positive pole takes
place. The power goes immediately from 600 MW to zero. Table 5.2 shows the results of the
simulation, which are also visualized in figures 5.15 (a) and (b). It is clear that also the power
output of the inverter in the positive pole goes to zero after the outage taking all the power
share necessary to balance the grid. This happens because the two poles tend to behave like
separate systems. The variation of the power and voltage that is registered in the negative
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Figure 5.14: Bipolar end-to-end representation
Table 5.2: Simulation results of the outage of the rectifier in the positive pole
Initial Values: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier + 0.5045 1
Rectifier - 0.5045 1
Inverter + -0.5 0.9912
Inverter - -0.5 0.9912
After the contingency: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rectifier + 0 0.808
Rectifier - 0.494 1.004
Inverter + 0 0.817
Inverter - -0.486 0.987
(a) DC voltage profile (b) Power profile
Figure 5.15: Simulation results of a rectifier outage in a bipolar two terminals VSC-HVDCgrid
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pole is much smaller and occurs because of the unbalanced current that starts to flow on the
metallic return and that causes the voltage at the neutral nodes to shift.
As proposed in [53], a more realistic model of cable could also be used or the interactions
with the AC side could be included [54][55][56]. As an example, figures 5.17 (a) and (b) show the
result of the simulation number one when a cable pi model made of the three parallel branches
is implemented (as done in [53]). The values of the resistances and the inductances of the cable
model are listed in table 5.3 and the model is shown in figure 5.16. Stability is reached also in
this case, the difference is in the dynamic response of the negative pole.
Figure 5.16: DC Cable Model
Table 5.3: Grid and control parameters
Cable Model Parameters [pu] [pu]
Rdc,1 6.6186 Ldc,1 0.4712
Rdc,2 0.3036 Ldc,2 0.2366
Rdc,3 0.0399 Ldc,3 2.1913
Cdc 1.8325
(a) DC Voltage profile (b) Power profile
Figure 5.17: Simulation results of Rectifier+ outage, implementation of a cable model with three
parallel branches.
5.4.2 Meshed bipolar grid
The second simulation is performed with a droop control on a bipolar four terminals meshed
grid. The layout of the grid is shown in figure 5.18. The grid and droop control parameters can
be found in table 5.4, in which only the current set-points are given since the voltage set-points
coincide with the initial values listed in table 5.5.
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Figure 5.18: Power profile
Table 5.4: Grid and control parameters
Grid Parameters Droop Parameters
Rated Power 1200 [MW] Gdc (droop gain) 9.6577
Rated Voltage 380 [kV] Idc,0 Rect1 0.6985 [pu]
Rdc 0.0351 [pu] Idc,0 Rect3 1.0400 [pu]
Rdcm 0.0351 [pu] Idc,0 Inv2 -0.9185 [pu]
line length 300 [km] Idc,0 Inv4 -0.8200 [pu]
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Initially the converters at the station number 3 delivers the full rated power, 1200 MW.
After one second the VSC in the third station at the positive pole has an outage and its
power output becomes suddenly zero. Figures 5.19 (a) and 5.20 (a) show the power profiles
for respectively the positive and the negative pole; while figures 5.19 (b) and 5.20 (b) show the
voltage profiles. The voltage at every node in the positive pole decreases as a consequence of
the lack of current flowing into the DC grid. The value of droop gain that is found after the
tuning of the controllers allows a voltage variation of 1% with respect to a per unit change of the
current. The voltage variation in the negative pole is positive at node 1, where the unbalanced
current enters the metallic return. The voltage variation is negative in the other nodes where
the unbalanced current leaves the return path.
Table 5.5: Simulation results of the outage of the rectifier in the positive pole
Initial Values: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rect1+ 0.7 1.0022
Inv2+ -0.9 0.9799
Rect3+ 1.040 1
Inv4+ -0.8 0.9756
Rect1- 0.7 1.0022
Inv2- -0.9 0.9799
Rect3- 1.040 1
Inv4- -0.8 0.9756
After the contingency: Power [pu] Voltage [pu]
Rect1+ 1.014 0.9658
Inv2+ -0.5505 0.9452
Rect3+ 0 0.9383
Inv4+ -0.4394 0.9392
Rect1- 0.7236 0.9996
Inv2- -0.8663 0.9767
Rect3- 0.9657 1.009
Inv4- -0.7729 0.9730
(a) Positive pole DC voltage profile (b) Positive pole power profile
Figure 5.19: Simulation results of the outage of Rect3+ in the positive pole of a meshed MTDC grid
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(a) Negative pole DC voltage profile (b) Negative pole power profile
Figure 5.20: Simulation results of the outage of Rect3+ in the negative pole of a meshed MTDC grid
5.4.3 Conclusion
The control system achieves a good dynamic response and a stable operating point is quickly
reached. When an outage occurs on one pole, the contribution of the droop control systems in
the opposite pole to balance the power is inherently present, but remains limited. A further
study could be done on the implementation of a set-points change that allows a more equal
share of the unbalanced power between the converters of the positive and negative poles.
Furthermore, the analysis pointed out an interaction between the two poles as a consequence
of the asymmetric outage. This interaction, defined as the degree of reaction of one pole to a
contingency on the opposite pole, will be called coupling in the rest of the thesis. The next
chapter investigates the dependence of the coupling between the two poles on the parameters
of the VSC-HVDC grid.
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Chapter 6
Converter outage in a bipolar
configuration
6.1 Introduction
Whereas the previous chapter focused on the dynamic behavior of the MTDC grid after a
contingency, this chapter analyses how the outage of a converter can affect the MTDC bipolar
grid from a steady-state perspective. In a meshed HVDC grid, the outage of a converter causes
a power mismatch and the subsequent reaction of the VSC voltage droop controllers aims at
reestablishing a balanced operation. The new stable currents and voltages need to be a solution
of the power flow description of the grid and a working point in the droop characteristic at every
operating converter. The outage of a rectifier is a drastic lack of power injection that causes a
deficit of current in the whole grid and consequently the discharge of the converter capacitances
and cable capacitances. The voltage at every node decreases and the droop controllers detect
this voltage variation due to a local measurement. When the converter experiencing the outage
is an inverter, the power withdrawal suddenly decreases and instead, the system suffers from a
surplus of current. Consequently, the voltage at every node increases.
The contribution of every converter to the power stabilization is dependent on the value of
the droop gain implemented in its controller. If the droop constant is the same everywhere, all
converters will take equal power share given equal voltage variation, but because of the voltage
drop along the DC lines, in a real system the voltage variations are different at every terminal.
To achieve an optimal operation and integration of the control strategy in the whole system,
including the AC side, a good droop control design has to assign to each node a power share
that takes into account multiple variables such as:
Converter ratings. The power variation at every node has to respect current limitations in
order not to damage the different components of the converters.
Operating conditions. The power rating of a converter does not reflect its loading condition
in a particular operating point. In [57], a variable droop control gain has been proposed
so that each converter can contribute to the power sharing in respect to the available
headroom, i.e. the difference between its rated capacity and the present loading.
AC and DC power flows. The outage causes the variation of all converters set-points, con-
sequently, it will also influence the power flows in the AC side if parallel paths between
DC and AC side are present and, after the control action, loop flows or instability might
appear [58]. In [33], a study of the connection between power flows in the AC and DC
side has been conducted showing the big impact that the voltage droop control has on
both sides and the necessity of a coordinated control. Finally in [59], it was demonstrated
that the droop constants can be computed in order to optimize the power distribution in
the AC system after the outage.
AC and DC dynamic stability. An outage also effects also the dynamic stability of both AC
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and DC sides. Transients and power oscillations on the AC side may be a consequence of
the DC contingencies and an optimal design of the droop gain can damp these effects. In
[58] a method using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) has been developed with the
aim of reducing the dynamic impact of DC disturbances on the AC network. In [60], a
SVD technique has been implemented to design a droop control that satisfies the dynamic
DC requirements.
From the steady-state point of view, the set-points of the droop controller can be adjusted in
order to obtain a desired power flow. In [61] this is done using an Optimal Power Flow (OPF)
algorithm ensuring loss minimization in the transmission system but with the requirement
of communication between the converters. In [62] the OPF formula aims at optimizing the
combined AC-DC system.
In the following sections of this chapter the effect of an asymmetric outage on a bipolar
multi-terminal HVDC grid will be described. Initially, equal droop gains will be assigned to
each converter of both poles as was done in [63] with the aim to analyze the transient response
and the consequences of the outage on the steady-state values. This will allow to study the
influence of the metallic return resistance on the coupling between the two poles.
6.2 Asymmetric outage in a bipolar MTDC grid
In a monopolar grid configuration the outage of a converter cancels out any power exchange
at that node, in some cases leading to a division of the grid in two separated parts. When
the meshed HVDC grid has a bipolar configuration, only the contemporary outage of both
converters in a station has the same implications. With a single converter outage, asymmetric
outage, the grid node can instead be operated at half of its rated power, or even more if the
converter can be partially overloaded. In normal operation the current on the return path is
zero because the two poles are controlled to be equal, i.e. every converter is equally loaded with
respect to the converter at the opposite pole of the same node. On the contrary, an asymmetric
outage causes a difference in the loading of the poles and the current on the return path is no
longer equal to zero. As it has been explained in chapter 3, the return path can be the ground
if there is a connection to earth between the two converters in every station, or a dedicated
conductor called metallic return. The second option is most likely the better solution for a
future implementation since a ground return will be hardly accepted. As an alternative, the
current can return through the healthy pole conductor if the node where the outage occurs is
connected radially to other nodes [14].
The two poles of a bipolar configuration can be controlled independently (separate control)
or in a master/slave mode (balanced control). The independent control mode has the advantage
that the power in each pole can be chosen irrespectively to the power transmitted in the other
pole. With a balanced control, the outage of a converter in the upper pole will result in the
lower pole at the same node to reduce its power as well, excluding that node from the grid
completely. An independent operation is preferred, because the power at the node suffering
the outage of a converter can still be delivered at half the rated power of that DC node by the
converter in the other pole. This is even more important if the node suffering the outage is not
radially connected to the other nodes and the power coming from or going into it cannot be
rerouted through other paths.
With separate control, the two poles behave like independent systems, however the outage
of a converter in one pole has an influence on the other pole. The power mismatch in every DC
line results in a current flow in the metallic return. At every node some current is entering the
neutral or exiting it. The voltage at the neutral nodes (the mid point between the converters of
a station) is no longer zero, with the exception of the grounded node, and consequently a shift
of the voltages is also registered in the upper pole and lower pole. The droop controllers react
to a local measurement of the voltage between the terminals of each converter hence, when the
voltage at the neutral point is shifting, the controllers detect a voltage variation also in the pole
that is not experiencing the outage. This correlation between the positive and the negative pole
results in an inherent coupling that depends, amongst others, on the resistance of the neutral
system and on the value of the droop gain. By differently dimensioning the return path, the
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coupling between the poles alters, in the sense that with a stronger coupling a power unbalance
in one pole causes a bigger variation of the set-points in the other pole. The voltage variation
at the opposite pole can be relevant (up to 2, 5% of the base voltage in the following simulation,
i.e. ≈ 7, 8 kV). An understanding of this correlation is also important for the planning of a
correct secondary control action.
6.3 Converter current sharing after the outage
The analysis developed in [64] will now be extended to a bipolar grid configuration to mathemat-
ically express the relation between droop control settings and steady-state voltage deviations
and power sharing, taking into account the power flows in the DC grid. The model will be
described with separate equations for the nodes in the positive pole, negative pole and neutral
path.
6.3.1 Droop control and converter outage
The droop control law that is used in the following mathematical model is the current-based
droop law with local voltage measurement. For the converter i the relation between current
IDCi and voltage UDCi is:
IDCi = IDC,0i −
1
kDCi
(UDCi − UDC,0i) (6.1)
where IDC,0i is the reference value of the current and UDC,0i the reference value for the voltage.
These reference values can be the initial set point or alternatively any of the points in the droop
characteristic.
The outage of converter i results in the sudden drop of his power/current output from the
initial steady state value IDC,0i to zero. It can be written as
∆IDCi = −IDC,0i . (6.2)
The fault is followed by a rearrangement of the currents in all the other converters j imple-
menting a droop voltage control. The droop law for the j converters is
∆IDCj = −gj∆UDCj (6.3)
where gj is the gain of the proportional controller, defined as the inverse of the droop constant
kDCj . Multiplying and dividing (6.3) with ∆IDCi and substituting (6.2) at the nominator and
at the denominator the equation of current balance in the DC lines
∆IDCi =
n∑
k=1
k 6=i
∆IDCk = −
n∑
k=1
k 6=i
gk∆UDCk (6.4)
we obtain
∆IDCj = IDC,0i · g′j (6.5)
where g′j is the modified gain for converter j
g′j =
gj∆UDCj∑n
k=1
k 6=i
gk∆UDCk
(6.6)
It can be observed in equation (6.3) that the current variations at every converter depends on
the voltage variation detected by the local measurement after the outage. Only in the case
of a common voltage feedback the dependency does not exist since ∆UDCj = ∆UDCk and the
expression of the current shares after the fault is
∆IDCj = IDC,0i ·
gj∑n
k=1
k 6=i
gk
(6.7)
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6.3.2 Network equations and droop law
In this section a mathematical formula is given to integrate the droop I-V law in the DC
network equations in order to study how the droop controller action effects the current sharing
and voltage variation following a converter outage. To conduct the analysis on the bipolar
configuration, the equations will be written for each layer of the grid: positive, neutral and
negative.
Grouping all current injections and node voltages, the steady-state network equations can
be written as
Y+DCU
+
DC = I
+
DC
Y−DCU
−
DC = −I−DC (6.8)
Y0DCU
0
DC = I
0
DC = −I+DC + I−DC
where U+DC , U
−
DC and U
0
DC are respectively the vectors of the voltages at the DC nodes in the
positive, negative and neutral subsystems; I+DC and I
−
DC are the vectors of the currents injected
by the converters in the positive and negative poles and I0DC is the vector of the differential
currents at the node between the two converters in each station. Finally Y +DC , Y
−
DC and Y
0
DC
are the admittance matrices of the three DC subsystems. The current and voltage vectors can
be now written as the sum of the initial value and a deviation
U+DC = U
+
DC,0 + ∆U
+
DC
U−DC = U
−
DC,0 + ∆U
−
DC (6.9)
U0DC = U
0
DC,0 + ∆U
0
DC
I+DC = I
+
DC,0 + ∆I
+
DC
I−DC = I
−
DC,0 + ∆I
−
DC (6.10)
I0DC = I
0
DC,0 + ∆I
0
DC.
Substituting these expressions in equations (6.8) gives
I+DC,0 − Y+DCU+DC,0 = Y+DC∆U+DC −∆I+DC
−I−DC,0 − Y−DCU−DC,0 = Y−DC∆U−DC + ∆I−DC (6.11)
I0DC,0 − Y0DCU0DC,0 = Y0DC∆U0DC −∆I0DC.
The droop law (6.1) in matrix terms looks like
∆I+DC = −G+(∆U+DC −∆U0DC)
∆I−DC = −G−(∆U0DC −∆U−DC) (6.12)
where G+ and G− are diagonal matrices that contain the droop control gains of the converters
controllers respectively for the positive pole and for the negative pole.
As UDC,0 and IDC,0 (voltages and currents before the outage) in the left hand side of the
equations (6.11) can be chosen to satisfy the power flow equations (6.8), substituting (6.12) and
recalling that ∆I0DC = −∆I+DC + ∆I−DC, the relation (6.11) becomes
0 = (Y+DC + G
+)∆U+DC − G+∆U0DC
0 = (Y−DC + G
−)∆U−DC − G−∆U0DC (6.13)
0 = (Y0DC + G
+ + G−)∆U0DC − G+∆U+DC − G−∆U−DC
The absence of a converter or a bus with constant current injection can be represented
similar to the outage of a converter by changing the matrix of the gains G and accordingly by
adding a zero entry in the vector of the current injections IDC,0. If the outage is asymmetric
and it occurs for example in the positive pole, the only matrices that have to be updated are
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G+, I+DC,0 and I
0
DC,0. Similarly, when the outage occurs in the negative pole G
−, I−DC,0 and
I0DC,0 have to be updated. The modified gain matrix after the outage of converter i in the
positive pole looks like
G+out = diag([g
+
1 · · · g+i−1 0 g+i+1 · · · g+n ]). (6.14)
When, alternatively, the converter experiencing the fault is located in the negative subsystem,
the matrix that has to be modified is
G−out = diag([g
−
1 · · · g−i−1 0 g−i+1 · · · g−n ]). (6.15)
The modified gain matrix represents the droop controllers action of changing the converters
current injection after a voltage variation due to the failure of a converter in the grid.
An alternative way to study the outage is by applying the superposition principle to (6.11)
and thus, accounting only for the unbalanced part, the voltage variations obtained at each grid
node due to the outage of converter i in the positive pole
I+DC,out = (Y
+
DC + G
+
out)∆U
+
DC − G+out∆U0DC
0 = (Y−DC + G
−)∆U−DC − G−∆U0DC (6.16)
−I+DC,out = (Y0DC + G+out + G−)∆U0DC − G+out∆U+DC − G−∆U−DC
where I+DC,out is the current outage vector that is defined as
I+DC,out = [0 · · · 0 − IDC,0i 0 · · · 0]T
Similarly, if the asymmetric outage of converter i occurs in the negative pole (6.16) becomes
0 = (Y+DC + G
+)∆U+DC − G+∆U0DC
−I−DC,out = (Y−DC + G−out)∆U−DC − G−out∆U0DC (6.17)
I−DC,out = (Y
0
DC + G
+ + G−out)∆U
0
DC − G+∆U+DC − G−out∆U−DC.
Finally the variation of the change in injected currents is equally calculated by substituting
the voltage variations in the DC subsystems equations or in the droop control relations since a
new stable steady-state point has been reached
∆I+DC = Y
+
DC∆U
+
DC = −G+out(∆U+DC −∆U0DC)
∆I−DC = −Y−DC∆U−DC = −G−(∆U0DC −∆U−DC) (6.18)
for the outage of a positive pole converter and
∆I+DC = Y
+
DC∆U
+
DC = −G+(∆U+DC −∆U0DC)
∆I−DC = −Y−DC∆U−DC = −G−out(∆U0DC −∆U−DC) (6.19)
for the outage of a converter in the negative subsystem.
The equations described above can be represented in an electrical model. In fact, mathe-
matically adding the modified gain diagonal matrix to the admittance matrix can be considered
equivalent to define a new modified admittance matrix that includes the droop constants as
resistances
Y′+DC = Y
+
DC + G
+
out (6.20)
Y′−DC = Y
−
DC + G
−
out. (6.21)
In figure 6.1 the equivalent bipolar electrical model is depicted and the resistances representing
the droop control action are connected between the poles and the return path.
The outage of converter three in the grid of figure 6.1 is electrically modeled as a negative
current injection, hence a current source connected between the node suffering the fault and
the return path as depicted in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Electrical equivalent model of the bipolar grid with droop control
Figure 6.2: Electrical equivalent model of the bipolar grid and the outage of a converter in the positive
pole.
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6.4 Parameters which influence the coupling between poles
From the simulations of an asymmetric outage performed on a bipolar configuration, an electri-
cal coupling that relates the two poles has been noticed. This coupling is defined as the degree
to which one pole compensates the unbalance caused by a contingency in the opposite pole.
Two quantities used to study this reaction are DC voltage and power variation. In fact, in a
bipolar configuration with only one node grounded, the pole not suffering the outage is not
completely independent from the other one. On the contrary, both poles see a voltage variation
at their terminals and thus the droop control law implies a change of the power settings in
all converters. If instead the grid is (ideally) grounded at every node the two poles behave
as completely decoupled systems. It is interesting to understand which parameters influence
the coupling and to which extent they affect it. The mathematical description of the outage
given in the previous section allows to analyze the influence of the grid parameters, such as
return path resistance, line lengths and droop gain. To mathematically model the bipolar grid
grounded at one station, it is necessary to constrain the voltage at that node to zero. This
is done by eliminating the row and column related to that node in the modified admittance
matrix of the total grid as it is demonstrated by the Kron’s reduction [65].
The simulations are performed on the grid of figure 6.3, that initially works in balanced
conditions and, at t=1 [s], the rectifier Rect3+ has an outage. As explained before, the asym-
Figure 6.3: Electrical equivalent model of the bipolar grid and the outage of a converter in the positive
pole.
metric fault causes an unbalanced operation of the two poles and thus a current flows in the
metallic return conductor causing an offset of the voltage at the neutral and negative nodes.
Therefore, all the converter droop controllers detect a DC voltage variation and react with a
change of the power output. The extent to which the negative pole reacts is investigated next.
6.4.1 Metallic return resistance
The value of the return path resistance per lenght (here indicated as Rdcm) is one of the
parameters influencing the coupling. As explained in chapter 3, in many countries a continuous
earth current flow is not approved, which is why the simulations are performed on a bipolar
grid with metallic return conductor grounded at one node. The metallic return layer is only
grounded at a single node in order not to give a parallel earth return path to the unbalanced
current.
Table 6.1 contains the values of the grid parameters and the initial working conditions of the
grid converters, equal to the set-point in the droop controllers. The initial steady-state power
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flow calculation can be found in Appendix A.
Table 6.1: Grid and control parameters
Grid Parameters Initial conditions
Rated Power 1200 [MW] DC Voltage[pu] Power [pu]
Rated Voltage 380 [kV] Rect1+, Rect1- 1.0022 0.7
Gdc (droop gain) 9.6577 Inv2+, Inv2- 0.9799 -0.9
Rdc12,13,24,34 0.0351 [pu] Rect3+, Rect3- 1 1.040
Rdc32 0.0496 [pu] Inv4+, Inv4- 0.9756 -0.8
lines length(1-2,1-3,2-4,3-4) 300 [km]
line length(3-2) 424.26 [km]
The outage of rectifier Rect3+ is then simulated while changing the resistance per length of
the metallic return from zero to a high value in order to investigate the limits of the degree of
coupling. The results are presented in figure 6.4 where there is the return conductor resistance
per length in logarithmic scale on the x-axis and on the y-axis the aggregated voltage variations
at the positive, neutral and negative poles; defined as:
∆Udc+ =
√√√√1
4
4∑
k=1
(∆U+DC)
2 (6.22)
∆Udc− =
√√√√1
4
4∑
k=1
(∆U−DC)2 (6.23)
∆Udc0 =
√√√√1
3
4∑
k=2
(∆U0DC)
2 (6.24)
In accordance with data from cables producers [66], the highlighted area in the graph indicates
realistic values for the metallic return resistance. In fact Rdcmmin is chosen with respect to
the maximum diameter of commercialized cables and Rdcmmax is the resistance of the smallest
cable capable of carrying the unbalanced current. The choice of the metallic return size, and
thus of its resistance, is influenced by the current that is expected to carry. When a redispatch
action is implemented after the outage with the aim of limiting the unbalance, only a small
current flows in the metallic return. Hence, the cable could be dimensioned smaller. When
instead the cable is dimensioned for the full-load current capability, its diameter is larger and
the resistance lower. Figure 6.5 shows an example of a producer’s table listing the parameters
of cables with increasing diameter.
In figure 6.4, it is possible to see how, after the outage, the variation of the voltage in the
neutral and negative nodes increases when the resistance value increases too, tending theoreti-
cally to a perfect coupling that corresponds to a balanced situation. The limit for Rdcm →∞ is
not investigated because it corresponds to not having a return path for the current. The other
limit for Rdcm = 0 gives a perfect decoupling, i.e.
∆Udc− = 0 (6.25)
∆Udc0 = 0. (6.26)
It also corresponds to the grid with perfect grounding at every node (not taking into account
the actual ground resistance), hence to the completely independence of the two poles. Whatever
contingency exists on one pole it does not affect the other. In this limit case equations (6.16)
become simply
I+DC,out = (Y
+
DC + G
+
out)∆U
+
DC
−I+DC,out = −G+out∆U+DC
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Figure 6.4: Simulation result of the metallic return resistance influence on the DC voltage
Figure 6.5: Capability, losses etc for submarine cables installed in moderate climate zones [66]
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corresponding to the expressions derived for a monopolar configuration from [64].
Figure 6.6 shows instead the variation of the power output at the grid converters. Also in
this representation the y-axis quantities are aggregated variables of the power variations at the
positive and negative converters:
∆Pdc+ =
√√√√1
3
4∑
k=1,k 6=3
(∆P+DC)
2 (6.27)
∆Pdc− =
√√√√1
4
4∑
k=1
(∆P−DC)2 (6.28)
(6.29)
thus not accounting for the power variation in the positive pole of the converter experiencing
the outage since it is not a modification due to the droop control system. The power variation
at the negative pole with respect to the return resistance follows the same profile as the voltage
variation, approaching the positive power output variation with an increase in Rdcm.
Figure 6.6: Simulation result of the metallic return resistance influence on the converters power
In the existing bipolar point-to-point HVDC links, after the outage of a VSC, the healthy
pole cable is usually used as metallic return path, hence the resistance Rdcm is equal to the pole
cable resistance placed in the middle of the area in the graph delimited by Rdcmmin and Rdcmmax .
Figure 6.7 shows how this operation mode is achieved. During balanced conditions the switches
in the transversal connection between the two poles are closed. Imagine now that the rectifier of
the positive pole has an outage, the switches transversally connecting the two poles are closed
and the current can flow back through the positive pole cable that is correctly functioning. In
a multi-terminal meshed grid every node of the grid should be connected transversally in order
to avoid current flowing in the metallic return, requiring a communication system and limiting
in this way the power capability and thus eliminating the biggest advantage of the bipolar
configuration.
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Figure 6.7: Bipolar two terminals configuration with metallic return [19]
6.4.2 Line length
The same simulation of the previous section is now performed for a fixed value of the resistance
per length Rdcm whilst varying the length of the grid lines L. The case L = 0 has not been
considered since the modified admittance matrix would be singular and a solution cannot be
found. In accordance with [13] that lists the existing or planned VSC-HVDC projects, the
chosen minimum lines length is 10 km, the maximum is 950 km. The analysis is then repeated
for different values of the metallic return resistance. In particular figure 6.8 (a) depicts the
voltage variation with the metallic return resistance equal to the one of the poles cables, whereas
figure 6.8 (b) has Rdcm = Rdcmmax = 0.0470 [pu]. Figure 6.9 shows the converter power output
variations. It can be seen that the coupling does not change substantially with the lines length,
(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.8: Dependence of poles coupling on lines length, voltage variations
in figure 6.8 (b) is even constant. The voltage variation in fact increases to the same extent
with the increase of the lines length. This is because the ∆Udc is partially dependent on the
voltage drop on the cable resistance that increases with the length.
Once again the coupling is much more influenced by the value of the metallic return resis-
tance as it can be seen in the limit cases of figures 6.10 (a) and (b). A very low value of the
metallic return resistance gives a complete decoupling no matter the length of the lines, a high
value gives complete coupling.
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(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.9: Dependence of poles coupling on lines length, power variations
(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.10: Dependence of poles coupling on lines length; Rdcm limits investigation. Voltage varia-
tions.
(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.11: Dependence of poles coupling on lines length; Rdcm limits investigation. Power variations.
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6.4.3 Droop gain
The droop gain is responsible for limiting the voltage variation after an outage. In this section
it is investigated to what extent it has an influence on the reaction of the negative pole to the
outage in the positive one. The droop gain, equal for all the converters in the grid, is varied
between 5 and 50 (giving respectively a 20% and 2% allowed voltage variation). The simulation
is then repeated for different values of the return conductor resistance. Figures 6.12 and 6.14
show corresponding voltage variation in the positive, negative and neutral poles, with the droop
gain scaled with respect to the reference value of g∗ = 9.66. Figures 6.13 and 6.15 show the
corresponding power variations at the VSCs. With a higher value of the droop gain the coupling
increases, but not because the reaction of the negative pole has increased. It increases because
the voltage variation in the positive pole, the one that faces the converter outage, decreases
substantially. A very high value of the metallic return resistance implies also in this case a
perfect coupling. The droop gain is now kept constant in the positive pole converters and
(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.12: Dependence of poles coupling on droop gain variation, voltage variations
(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.13: Dependence of poles coupling on droop gain variation, power variations
varied in the same range of value as before for the converters in the negative pole. It can be
seen from the comparison of figure 6.16 (a) and (b) that for a higher value of the metallic
return resistance, the choice of a low droop gain in the negative pole converters increases the
coupling, arriving at a complete control of the voltage variation in the negative pole when the
metallic return resistance is at the highest value considered, figure 6.18 (b). However, the power
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(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.14: Dependence of poles coupling on droop gain variation; Voltage variations. Rdcm limits
investigation.
(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.15: Dependence of poles coupling on droop gain variation, power variation; Rdcm limits
investigation. Power variations
(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.16: Dependence of poles coupling on negative pole droop gain variation
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variation profiles of figures 6.17 and 6.19 show that a bigger control of the coupling by changing
the droop gain of the negative pole controllers, is possible only with a big variation of the power
output at the grid terminals. The results for the variation of the only positive droop gain are
not shown since it is an operation that does not affect the reaction of the negative pole which
remains constant and changes only as a function of the resistance of the metallic return.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter the mathematical description of the power sharing among the different converters
after an outage has been derived for a bipolar multi-terminal configuration. The electrical
coupling between the two poles has been analyzed and simulations have been performed to
study the influence of the grid parameters (metallic return resistance, lines length and droop
gain) on the coupling. A larger value of the metallic return resistance implies a bigger variation
of the voltages and currents at the terminals of the pole that is not affected by the outage. The
line lengths do not substantially influence the coupling. In fact by increasing the lines length,
the resistance increases equally in every DC line. Finally, by changing the value of the droop
gain, the control obtained on the coupling is very limited and depends also on the value of the
metallic return resistance that is the parameter that affects the coupling the most.
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(a) Rdcm = Rdc (b) Rdcm = Rdcmmax
Figure 6.17: Dependence of poles coupling on negative pole droop gain variation; power deviation
(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.18: Dependence of poles coupling on negative pole droop gain variation; Rdcm limits investi-
gation.
(a) Rdcm = 0.0001 (b) Rdcm = 10
Figure 6.19: Dependence of poles coupling on negative pole droop gain variation; Rdcm limits investi-
gation. Power deviation.
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Conclusion
In the future development of the electricity grid, VSC-HVDC technology is expected to play
a fundamental role. The existing point-to-point links might increase in number, but a meshed
multi-terminal network is the solution that assures a more reliable and secure system. While
the majority of the existing VSC-HVDC links use a monopolar configuration, the bipolar layout
is particularly interesting for building a meshed grid since it allows the transmission of twice
the power and a bigger flexibility in case of contingencies.
This thesis is a contribution on the study of the dynamical and steady-state behavior of the
DC voltage control system in a bipolar multi-terminal VSC-HVDC grid.
In chapter four, the voltage control strategies, centralized and distributed, have been ana-
lyzed and compared. Firstly the constant voltage, constant power controllers have been applied
in an asymmetrical three-terminal VSC-HVDC grid and the dynamic behavior after the outage
of a converter has been analyzed. A stable operating point was reached by the control system,
but the high requirements and limitations on the DC voltage controlling terminal decreased
the reliability of the system. In fact, the VSC with a constant DC voltage control is the only
converter responsible of the compensation of the unbalanced power. After a fault, the power
unbalance in an extended network can be very substantial, causing a severe stress at the AC
side of the controlling terminal or even causing the failure of the voltage control action if the
available power headroom is not sufficient. In comparison, the droop control system (i.e. dis-
tributed control) was implemented in the same operative conditions and this strategy is better
suited for the use in a multi-terminal HVDC network. In fact, all the converters in the grid
contribute to the control of the voltage and after a contingency they change their power output
to compensate for the unbalance.
In chapter five, the model of a bipolar HVDC grid and of the droop control system have
been described. The model was implemented in MATLAB Simulink in order to validate it and
to test the dynamic behavior after the asymmetric outage of a converter. The network on which
the simulations were performed is a four-terminal meshed bipolar VSC-HVDC grid. A stable
operating point was reached and the steady-state result pointed out a coupling between the two
poles of the bipolar grid. The coupling is expressed as the degree to which one pole compensates
the unbalance caused by a contingency in the opposite pole. A positive DC voltage variation
manifests at the terminals of the pole not experiencing the outage where the current enters the
return path, a negative variation where the current leaves the return path. Consequently, the
droop controllers react and change the power output of the VSC in the pole not affected by
the outage. Thus, the operation of the two poles is not independent and a possible secondary
control action has to take into account the steady-state variation of the operating point of both
poles.
Finally in chapter six, a mathematical analysis, describing the power sharing among con-
verters after an outage, has been developed for the bipolar configuration. The formulation has
been applied to a four-terminal bipolar network, in order to analyze the coupling between the
two poles after an outage and its dependence on the grid parameters such as metallic return
resistance, lines length and droop gain. The results pointed out the influence of the metallic
return resistance on the size of the coupling. A smaller sized metallic return path with a higher
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value for the resistance increases the voltage and power variation at the pole not experiencing
the outage, tending to perfect coupling, that implies balanced operation (no current flowing in
return path). On the contrary, a small value of the resistance decreases the reaction, tending
to a perfect decoupling when the metallic return resistance is zero (ideal grounding at each
grid terminal). The coupling does not change substantially with the line length. The voltage
variation in fact increases to the same extent with the increasing of the lines length. Also the
value of the droop gain has an influence. In particular, with a small droop gain in the VSC
on the pole not experiencing the outage, the coupling results strengthened. On the contrary,
the variation of the droop gain in the other pole does not have any influence on the degree of
coupling experienced by the two poles of the bipolar network.
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Appendix A
Power flow calculation
This appendix contains the mathematical description of the steady-state power flows in the DC
grid that can be also found in [67]. To initialize the simulations performed in the thesis, the
voltage, current and power at each terminal of the bipolar grid have been calculated with the
following method.
The steady-state equations of the DC network are
YDCUDC = IDC (A.1)
PDCi = 2IDCiUDCi ∀i ≤ n (A.2)
where YDC is the admittance matrix of the DC network, UDC the vector of the node voltages,
IDC the vector of the currents injected by the converters and n the number of converters in
the grid. Since the equation describe a steady-state operation, the admittance matrix contains
only line resistances. Furthermore, the initial mode is balanced and thus no current is flowing
in the return path. In the admittance matrix, a zero entry can substitute the metallic return
resistance. Alternatively, the power flow calculation can be undertaken only for one pole. In
balanced mode, the other pole has exactly the same magnitude for node voltages and currents,
but reversed sign.
Equation (A.2) is substituted in (A.1) to obtain a system of non linear equations
0 = YDCUDC −
[
PDCi
2UDCi
]
. (A.3)
In oder to find a steady-state starting point for the simulations, the centralized control logic is
hipotetically applied (it might not correspond with the actual (dynamic) control strategy). As
a converter controls the voltage (the last converter in the following formulas) and the others
control the power, the vector of unknowns is
X =
(
X1
X2
)
=

UDC1
...
UDCn−1
PDCn
 (A.4)
The admittance matrix is partitioned in the following way(
Y11 Y12
Y21 y22
)
(A.5)
where Y11 is a matrix of dimension (n− 1)× (n− 1), Y12 and Y21 are respectively a column
and a row of length (n − 1) and y22 is a scalar. The Newton method can be now applied to
solve in an iterative manner the system{
0 = Y11X1 + Y12uDCeref − (PDCi/2X1i)
0 = Y21X1 + y22uDCeref − (X2/2uDCeref ) (A.6)
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where uDCeref is the value of the reference voltage in the slack bus controller.
Finally, DC currents injected by the converters are found solving equation (A.1) and DC
power substituting voltages and currents in the network equation (A.2). These results are used
to initialise the droop control laws.
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Appendix B
Per unit conversion
In this appendix the per unit conversion used in the thesis is defined. The base values of power
and voltage are
Pb = UnIn
√
3 (B.1)
Ub = Un
√
2
3
. (B.2)
The subscripts n and b indicates respectively the nominal values and the per unit base values.
The per unit base values of current and impedance are
Ib = In
√
2 (B.3)
Zb =
Ub
Ib
=
3
2
U2b
Sb
, (B.4)
while base resistance, inductance and capacitance are
Rb = Zb (B.5)
Lb =
Zb
ωb
(B.6)
Cb =
1
Zbωb
(B.7)
where ωb is defined equal to the pulsation at the frequency of 50 Hz. With this per unit
definition, the power at one terminal of a monopolar configuration is
PDCb = UDCbIDCb , (B.8)
while for a bipolar configuration
PDCb = 2UDCbIDCb . (B.9)
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